
Verbal Cues 
 
Choosing a verbal cue for a skill is quite important (and sometimes difficult!). In Agility we 
have loads of cues – for a jump I have 9, all which tell the dog the different ways I need 
them to take that jump. It’s not just a case of tell them ‘over’ and let them jump it. We need 
them know are they taking it from the front or back, are they powering or collecting their 
stride before take off?  I’ve then got all of the equipment cues, release cue and that’s just 
for agility! We also have general obedience cues and my dogs that do other disciplines and 
know tricks also have cues for those. Dogs are capable of learning hundreds of verbal cues – 
Are you?! 
 
Your verbal cues should be: 
 
Something that is easy for you to remember  
Something easy to pronounce or shout when you are out of breath 
Something different to anything else you use 
 
They also shouldn’t be something you use in daily life with your dog. 
 
I had decided to swap some of my cues with Ralph for various reasons. I decided on ‘Out’ for 
a backside slice. Only after a discussion with Conor did I realise it was a bad choice as I tell 
him ‘out’ to get him to go out of a room or outside a million times a day! So I’ve changed it. 
 
Dogs respond to tones and sounds as well as words so how you say that cue should also be 
consistent. My main reason for hating ‘Here’ as a cue is that handlers don’t seem to be able 
to say it nicely, they just scream HEEEEREE at the dog! 
 
My jump cues are below: 
 

1. Jump long & power Straight – Go 
2. Wrap the wing tight and turn to me – Check Check Check 
3. Turn away from me – Swing 
4. Loose turn Left – Left 
5. Loose turn Right – Right 
6. Backside Slice – Slice 
7. Backside Wrap – Wrap Wrap 
8. Threadle Slice – C-o-m-e (given as a long drawn out cue so it sounds different to 

‘come’ for ‘come here’ 
9. Threadle Wrap – Loop 

 
Once you know what cues you want to use you need to make sure you know what they are 
and what they mean – Your dog doesn’t speak English, so you need to teach him the 
meaning of each cue. 
 
 
 
 



 
 


